TLS-1 Hybrid review Mike Ginnasio 8-15-14
If you have never heard a Walsh style driver or Speaker system you do not know what you are not
hearing or missing and I thought I had heard it all. I have been in Audio Engineering and Recording
for a very long time.
The music I have been listening to in my studio for years over different speakers sounded just fine,
But...
I decided to send Dale Harder of HHR Exotic Speakers a set of non-functional Walsh “F” speakers for
re-manufacture. Not only was the workmanship and details flawless, but the 60+ improvements and
the craftsmanship can only be compared to great artist's (Monet, Michelangelo,Van Gogh, etc.). The
difference is little “High Hat” taps, the clarity of Vocals, etc. They reproduce realistic sound
throughout the entire audio spectrum. When you close your eyes, it is like the vocalist is in the room
with you.
Since my speakers were re-manufactured using just 3 parts from the old set, they are called “TLS-1
Hybrids”, and they are amazing! I can only imagine if I purchased a pair of the New TLS-1's built
from the ground up by Dale!!! Anyone who is an Audiophile “Nut” needs a pair.
I would like to say a few things about Dale and HHR Exotic Speakers:
This is unlike any other company you have ever dealt with before. Dale is always available by phone
or e-mail. He will answer any question and converse with you. He responds within an hour or so, not
days! During my speaker build there was constant contact through the whole process from start to
finish. He not only cares about keeping this speaker technology alive, with great improvements, he
truly cares about his clients and their satisfaction. I can go on and on. Bottom line, it's an amazing
speaker built by an amazing person and company!!! Lincoln Walsh is up above smiling down at Dale!!
Dale Harder, HHR Exotic Speakers, Thanks for Everything!
Michael Ginnasio
Hopatcong NJ

